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Directions for Using NextSeq at LSCF
http://susanc.weizmann.ac.il/ngs/howto.html



Next-Seq initial pipeline at LSCF
 Enter userid info

 Bcl2fastq is done automatically once sequencing has been 
completed (on a server named stephan)

 If you provide one of the sample sheet formats required –
multiplexing will be performed  (no mismatch)  

 When run is done you will receive an email including 
instructions on how to download the sequences. Storage is 
temporarily

Information required for demultiplexing



Dimultiplexing

http://www.illumina.com/content/dam/illumina-
marketing/documents/products/illumina_sequencing_introduction.pdf

Multiplexing allows to pool samples together and 
sequence them simultaneously



Fastq files  & demultiplexing run on Stefan

bclFastq & 
demultiplexing



QC reports for Next-seq runs at LSCF

http://stefan.weizmann.ac.il



RNA-Seq Workflow

Raw Reads
Preprocessing & 
Quality control 

(FASTQC)

Map the reads of 
each sample to the 

genome (STAR)

Quantify gene 

counts per sample

(STAR)

Detect 

differentially 

expressed genes

(DESeq2)



Getting from Fastq files to gene counts:

1. Editing R1 Sequence header to contain UMI 



Step 1  -

R1

R2



Step 1 - UMI moved from R2 to header



Getting from Fastq files to gene counts:

1. Editing R1 Sequence header to contain UMI

2. Trim first 3 bases, adapter and poly A/T bases using 
cutadapt

3. Map the edited fastq using STAR

4. Modify BAM file - move UMI from read name to a 
FLAG 



Move UMI



Getting from Fastq files to gene counts:

1. Editing R1 Sequence header to contain UMI

2. Trim first 3 bases, adapter and poly A/T bases using 
cutadapt

3. Map the edited fastq using STAR

4. Modify BAM file - move UMI from read name to a 
FLAG 

5. Sort and index the resulting bam using 'samtools sort' 
and 'samtools index'

6. Run HTSeq on modified GTF file to produce raw counts



HTSeq

http://www-huber.embl.de/users/anders/HTSeq/doc/count.html

A gene is quantified by counting the number of fragments/reads  which 
align to all its exons – in Mars-seq only to the 3 end of the genes

Discard a read if it is non-
uniquely mapped to a gene



Create 3UTR GTF file

100500



Getting from Fastq files to gene counts:

1. Editing R1 Sequence header to contain UMI

2. Trim first 3 bases, adapter and poly A/T bases using 
cutadapt

3. Map the edited fastq using STAR

4. Modify BAM file - Move UMI from read name to a FLAG 

5. Sort and index the resulting bam using 'samtools sort' 
and 'samtools index'

6. Run HTSeq on modified GTF file to produce raw counts

7. Add feature tag to bams (gene)  

8. Mark duplicate Reads



Add Feature Tag and Mark Duplicates



Using UMI to identify correct number of 
reads-fragments

In the analysis of Mars-
Seq data reads are 
considered duplicated if 
they map to the same 
gene and have the same 
UMI (errors are not 
considered as duplicates) 

This figure is adapted from Islam et al (2014)

http://www.nature.com/nmeth/journal/v11/n2/full/nmeth.2772.html#ref8


Getting from Fastq files to gene counts:

1. Editing R1 Sequence header to contain UMI

2. Trim first 3 bases, adapter and poly A/T bases using cutadapt

3. Map the edited fastq using STAR

4. Modify BAM file - Move UMI from read name to a FLAG 

5. Sort and index the resulting bam using 'samtools sort' and 
'samtools index'

6. Run HTSeq on modified GTF file to produce raw counts

7. Add feature tag to bams (gene)  

8. Mark duplicate Reads

9. Run HTSeq to produce deDuplicated counts

10. Correct deDuplicated counts



Barcode clashing correction

UMI barcodes are assigned to fragments (semi-) 
randomly, so it might happen that two independent 
fragments get assigned the same UMI barcode. When the 
number of fragments mapping to a gene are low, there 
are few such clashes, and the effect on the counts is 
negligible. However, when the counts are of the same 
order of magnitude as the number of barcode options 
(4^bcLength) clashing becomes significant, and a 
correction should be incorporated.



The problem with the use of UMI

Sequencing errors inflate the apparent 
numbers of unique fragments sequenced

https://cgatoxford.wordpress.com/2015/08/14/unique
-molecular-identifiers-the-problem-the-solution-and-
the-proof/



Pipeline
Public Tools 

 Python

 STAR

 HTSeq

 Picard

 Samtools

 Snakemake

 R (DESeq2)

Initial Pipeline Developers: Barak Markus, Jonathan 
Barlev & Gil Hornung , Bioinformatics Unit,  INCPM, WIS





Link to GUI pipeline and manual

 Pipeline interface 

http://ngsbio.wexac.weizmann.ac.il

 Manual 
https://bbcunit.atlassian.net/wiki/pages/viewpage.action
?pageId=56524801

 Pipeline, GUI and more by Rafael Kohen, Bioinformatics 
Unit, LSCF

(Dena Leshkowitz and Ester Feldmesser design)

http://ngsbio.wexac.weizmann.ac.il/
https://bbcunit.atlassian.net/wiki/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=56524801


Thanks

Questions??


